
PLUG WIRING (UK & IRELAND)

This appliance is fitted with a BS 1363 13-amp plug. If you have to replace the fuse, only
those that are ASTA or BSI approved to BS 1362 and with a rated current of 13 amps
should be used. If there is a fuse cover fitted, this cover must be refitted after changing
the fuse. If the fuse cover is lost or damaged, the plug must not be used. Spare fuse
holders and fuses are available from electrical outlets. If the socket outlets in your home
are not suitable for the plug of this product, the plug must be removed and disposed of
safely as insertion of the plug into a socket is likely to cause electric hazard.
A replacement plug should be wired according to the following instructions.

If in doubt, contact a qualified electrician.

IMPORTANT:

This appliance must be earthed. The wires in the cord set are coloured thus:

BLUE - NEUTRAL     BROWN - LIVE     GREEN & YELLOW - EARTH

As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this appliance may not correspond with
the coloured markings identifying the terminals in your plug, proceed as follows:

The wire that is coloured green & yellow must be connected to the terminal in the plug
that is marked with the letter E or by the earth symbol or coloured green or green &
yellow or marked with symbol:

The wire that is coloured blue must be connected to the terminal that is marked with the
letter N or coloured black.

The wire that is coloured brown must be connected to the terminal that is marked with the
letter L or coloured red.

WARRANTY:

VisiCook Halogen
Crisp & Bake
Multi-Cooker

            CRF 3
 230V~50Hz,

1550W
Your new product has a warranty of 12 months from the date of consumer purchase.
Please keep your receipt as it will be required as proof of date of purchase. This warranty
only applies if the item has been used solely for household use in the UK or Ireland, and all
instructions have been followed properly. Abuse of your appliance, or failure to descale
(where appropriate) will invalidate the warranty. Returned goods cannot be accepted
unless repacked properly within the original colour box, and presented with the original
receipt. This does not affect your statutory rights.

In the event of service query, please contact us on 0121 693 9221 (or +44 121 693 9221 if
outside the UK), where we will be pleased to help; or via e-mail on crf3@teamuki.com Issue 3 230511

The ‘crossed-out wheeled bin’ symbol indicates that this product can be
recycled. Do not dispose of with the household waste. To protect the
environment take it to your local council’s collection site.



IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

• Read all instructions before use. Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or
knobs. Do not use outdoors. Domestic use only.

• To protect against electric shock, do not immerse cord, plug or appliance in
water or any other liquid.

• This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning
use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be
supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

• Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. Allow the Cooker to
cool before putting on or taking off parts. REMEMBER to remove all packaging,
inside and outside before use.

• Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the
appliance malfunctions, or has been damaged in any manner.

• The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance
manufacturer may cause injuries and invalidate any warranty you may have.

• Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.
• Do not place the Cooker on or near heat sources or allow to be situated

underneath or close to curtains, window coverings or other cloth items. Oversize
foods, metal foil packages, or utensils must not be inserted in the Cooker as
they may involve a risk of fire or electric shock.

• NEVER cover the Cooker in any way when in use, since a fire hazard may occur
if the Cooker is covered, touching or located underneath flammable materials
such as curtains, draperies, shelves, loose wall paper, etc.

• Your Cooker will not work unless it is plugged into the power supply, and
the power supply is switched ON.

• Always take care when cooking or preparing food with oil or fat, as over
heating may cause a hazard to occur.

• This Cooker is an attended appliance only, for adult use only and should
not be left unattended when in use or cooling down.

• The halogen cooking element is very bright in use–don’t look directly at it!
• REMEMBER THAT THE OUTER SURFACES, INNER SURFACES, RACK,

TRAY AND UNDERSIDE OF COOKING LID GET HOT AND REMAIN HOT
FOR SOME TIME AFTER USE.

• THIS SYMBOL         MEANS: CAUTION – HOT SURFACES!

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

KNOWING YOUR NEW VisiCook Crisp & Bake Cooker
Power light – lit
when timer is set
above 0.

Temperature control. Note the OFF position
means ambient temperature air is circulated,
when the timer is set above 0 = OFF
position.

Vertical
lock/unlock
selector

Turntable rack, with wheels, for
fitting onto central drive in bottom
of glass bowl.

Tongs for lifting the racks out

Timer.
0-60minute
timer.
0=OFF

Heat light. Cycles on
and off in use as the
temperature is
regulated

Handle.
Grip this when
opening the lid or
raising the lid.

Seal.
Lid seal
between lid
assembly &
glass bowl

Food Tumbling Aid.
Position this opposite
the Super Turbo Hot
Air blast outlet.

Glass Cooking Bowl
with central hole for
Food Tumbler or
Turntable rack.

Debris
catcher, fits
under the
glass bowl
and catches
any food or
residues

Food Tumbler
and Aid –
helps to roll
the food when
cooking in the
glass bowl

Lid arm,
pivots here
to a vertical
position

Racks and colours may differ from those in these pictures
above.



The Food Tumbler Aid hangs inside the glass bowl, opposite the hot air opening. The
sealing ring around the lid has a location tab set at the centre of a small arc in which the
food tumbler aid can be positioned – you may get better cooking results moving the
tumbler within this small arc.

BEFORE USE

Check that the voltage of the appliance corresponds to the mains voltage of your home.
Remove all packaging from INSIDE and OUTSIDE and be sure you understand the
controls. Therefore, BE SURE TO READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST BEFORE
PROCEEDING. MAKE SURE IT IS SITUATED IN LINE WITH THE IMPORTANT
SAFEGUARDS outlined in this booklet. Never use the Cooker with anything plastic
(including bags) inside the glass bowl, other than the accessories provided.

Wash the accessories and glass bowl in warm soapy water, rinse well and dry thoroughly
before first use. It is normal if some smoke or odour emanates from the appliance when
first used.

Ensure temperature selector is set to 0.

BEFORE FIRST USE…practice dis-assembly and assembly of the accessories; in
particular the Tongs (for the Cooking Rack) and raising and lowering the Lid Arm.
Practice with the Cooker switched off, disconnected and empty.

HOW TO OPERATE

Firstly, you must decide if you are cooking with the turntable rack or with the Food
Tumbler and if you are using the Extender ring.  Use the rack if you are oven
cooking, grilling, defrosting, baking; use the Food Tumbler and Aid if you will be
cooking directly in the glass bowl – you cannot use these with the rack in place.

• Ensure the Crisp & Bake is cool and unplugged, the Timer and Temperature
selectors set to 0

• Raise the Lid arm, ensure the appliance is cool.

Although we insist that foodstuffs are placed on the
rack provided, you can cook certain dry foods that
lend themselves to hot air cooking (like French fries)
directly in the glass bowl, provided that you use the
Food Tumbler and Aid to ensure all the food’s
surfaces are exposed to the cooking air. Under no
circumstances should you add oil or any other liquid
into the glass bowl for the purpose of cooking (you
can add water and washing-up liquid for cleaning).

In this format, you cook with the Food Tumbler and
Aid in place.

By raising the lid arm’s height, you can fit
the extender ring to give extra height
inside; consequently, you can
comfortably prepare a traditional roast
dinner (for example) with the joint having
sufficient clearance between itself and
the halogen heater so as to avoid undue
localised overcooking.

The turntable cooking rack (not the Food
Tumbler or Aid) can be used with the
cooking arm at regular height if the meal
being prepared is not high.

The pictures
show the Food
Tumbler fitted;
follow the same
steps if you are
using Turntable
Rack.

On some models, you
may need to slide this
selector up to unlock the
Lid Arm, and then raise it
to the vertical position, as
you can see below. You
may need to steady the
Crisp & Bake while lifting
the Lid Arm.



CLICK!

• If you add the Turntable Rack, be sure to fit the Rack correctly over the centre drive
so that it can rotate; the pictures show the extender ring in place (optional):

• If you add the Food Tumbler, follow this guide, looking into the glass bowl from
above:

• If you are using the Extender ring, you need to
increase the height of the Lid Arm, follow this same
procedure to reduce the height of the Lid Arm:

• If you are using the Extender ring, follow these
steps, raise the Cooking Lid and place the ring on
the glass bowl – NOTE that the warning triangle
must be correctly oriented, like the image here.

• Lower the Lid Arm, ensure the appliance is cool.

• There is a safety device that cuts the power (but the timer will continue counting
down) if the Lid Arm is not safely and correctly down.

• WHEN YOU COOK WITH A RACK, THE AIR CIRCULATES AROUND THE FOOD.
IN EVERY WAY, IT IS LIKE YOUR FAN ASSISTED OVEN – EXCEPT THAT THE

VISICOOK CRISP & BAKE IS QUICKER AND MORE ECONOMICAL. REMEMBER,
THE AIR MUST BE ABLE TO CIRCULATE AROUND THE FOOD.

• With dry hands, plug in the Cooker, switch ON the power supply and turn the Timer
to the desired cooking time. The Cooker will start up, you will hear the fan.

• Set the Temperature to the required temperature, the Cooker will start heating, you’ll
see the glow of the halogen cooking element. Don’t look at it directly! The glow and
the Temperature light will cycle on and off in use as the temperature is automatically
regulated. You must set the temperature for the heater to start.

• At the end of the timed cooking cycle, the Cooker will switch off.
• Turn Temperature Selector to 0, switch OFF at the plug (ensure your hands are dry),

unplug from the power supply.
• Raise the Lid Arm, remember it will be hot so always use the handle.
• Take off the Extender Ring (if used), remember that it will be hot.
• Take out the food and/or use the tongs to remove the cooking rack. Be very careful

when removing these parts, as they will be very hot.

When the Cooking Arm has
been raised, the support leg
will CLICK out to hold the Arm
in it’s extended height position

When cooking with the food
tumbler in place, on some

models there is a delay
between the fan starting and
the food tumbler turning. This
is entirely normal and not a
cause for concern or return.



CLEANING & LOOKING AFTER YOUR NEW COOKER

1. Caution: never immerse the appliance in water or any other liquid.
2. Make sure the plug has been removed from the power socket.
3. Wait until the unit is completely cool before cleaning. Do not touch the underside of

the Cooking Lid as it will stay hot for quite some time after you have unplugged the
appliance.

4. Do not use abrasive cloths/liquid, as this will damage the Cooker.
5. Clean the Lid Arm and the cradle of the glass bowl with a damp cloth only.
6. The glass bowl can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but note that frequent cleaning in

the dishwasher may result in crazing of the glass surface.
7. The accessories and glass bowl can be cleaned in warm soapy water, and for burnt

on food debris it may help to soak the parts. Replacements are available from us.
8. To clean the metal perforated grid on the underside of the lid, wipe with a cloth.

However you MUST ensure no liquid falls on the components that are shielded by
the metal grid. In use and with cooking, it will become discoloured. This is normal
and not a cause for concern or return.

9. Thoroughly dry all parts of the appliance.
10. Occasionally, you may have

cooking residues (wet or dry)
that escape the glass cooking
bowl via the central bore. These
will invariably be trapped by the
Debris catcher, which can be
emptied once the glass bowl is
removed. Take care to avoid
spills!

11. When washing the seal around
the lid, be sure to correctly replace it: the lip should be down, and the tumbler aid
location tab on the seal should equate to the correct position
of the tumbler aid.

12. Be sure to correctly hold the
appliance when moving it:

COOKING Hints & Tips

 Always leave room for air to circulate around the food – never have food stacked
on each other or up against the wall of the glass bowl

 When cooked, you can keep your meal by circulating the hot ambient air or by
turning TEMP right down

 Remember that on some models, there may be a delay from when the timer is set
(and the fan starts) to when the food tumbler turns; this is entirely normal and not a
cause for concern or return.

 Always pre-heat the oven first
 Typically, cooking temperatures for conventional ovens (fan-assisted) will be the

same in your new VisiCook Crisp & Bake Cooker, but the time should be
considerably reduced (provided you allow room for the hot air to circulate around
the bowl and the food); for your first few times, you will need to experiment. But
ALWAYS test meat and fish is well cooked through, always select the thickest part
and check inside that it is properly cooked, not pink!

 Anything you can cook in a conventional oven…you can cook in your new
VisiCook Crisp & Bake Halogen MultiCooker. Just ensure the air can circulate
around the food.

Check out the companion cookbook that is enclosed with your
new Team VisiCook Crisp & Bake Halogen MultiCooker for

recipes and serving suggestions.

Call us on 0121 693 9221
or e-mail us at crf@teamuki.com

if your book is missing.
DO NOT RETURN THE APPLIANCE.



HELP! I THINK MY VisiCook Crisp & Bake HAS GONE WRONG!

I’VE PLUGGED MY COOKER IN AND THE FUSE HAS BLOWN IN
THE HOUSE. IS THE COOKER BROKEN? The Cooker draws 1550W but on
first use it may draw more before settling into steady state operation. Ensure the power
socket is suitable for this power. In older houses, or where you have a sensitive RCD
type fuse board, you may have a perennial problem with nuisance tripping. It’s not the
fault of the Cooker and not a valid reason for return.

I’VE GOT BURNT FOOD DEBRIS ON THE RACK AND/OR TRAY.
WHERE CAN I GET REPLACEMENTS? You can contact us in the following
way where we will be pleased to help:
Call on 0121 693 9221 (1000 – 1630 hrs, Mon-Fri excl Holidays) where we can take your
order over the phone
Online at www.teamuki.com, follow the link to the Showroom, thence to Spares, thence
to Spares for VisiCook Cookers, and you can buy online
Use the Order Form attached to this instruction booklet

I’VE CLEANED THE COOKER BUT THE GLASS IS STILL NOT AS
CLEAN AS NEW. HOW DO I RESTORE IT? Over time, cooking and food
debris will discolour the glass of the door. This is not a cause for concern or valid reason
for return. We suggest, having cleaned it with warm soapy water as described elsewhere,
to use some toothpaste on the glass. Toothpaste is mildly abrasive, so use it sparingly,
but it can be useful in cleaning glass once all else has failed. Do not let toothpaste
adhere to other parts of the Cooker, especially the inside.

MY NEW COOKER SEEMS TO BE WORKING INTERMITTENTLY,
THE LIGHTS GOING ON & OFF. IS THIS NORMAL? There is automatic
temperature regulation and so the halogen heating element cycles on and off, as does
the temperature light on the Cooking Lid, in use. This is entirely normal and is not a
cause for concern or valid reason for return. Check also that the Lid Arm is firmly locked
downwards: there is a safety device that cuts the power (but the timer will continue
counting down) if the Lid Arm is raised (or not correctly stowed).

I LOVE MY COOKER. CAN I USE IT WITH OTHER COOKING
BOWLS? No, the glass bowl supplied is designed so the Cooking Lid and/or the
Extender Ring fit safely.

I FIND I’M BURNING FOOD. IS THERE SOMETHING WRONG? Your
new Cooker is very efficient, you will probably find that cooking time is reduced over
conventional cooking methods and you need less power too. Always check that meat and
fish is cooked through, though.

Item Price Quantity Total
Rack – specify TURNTABLE or HIGH £ 5.95
Rack – specify TURNTABLE or HIGH € 8.95
Extender Ring £ 11.99
Extender Ring € 21.00
Tongs £ 5.95

Tongs € 8.95

Food Tumbler & Aid £11.95

Food Tumbler & Aid € 21.00

Glass cooking bowl £ 19.95

Glass cooking bowl € 49.95

Debris catcher £ 11.99

Debris catcher € 21.00

£14.97

Halogen Cooking Made Simple – over 100
pages of full colour recipes. Starters, main
courses, desserts. Step-by-step guide and
pictures. Spiral bound for easy reading and
following while cooking. ***DEDUCT £1 IF
YOU HAVE THE ORIGINAL VOUCHER
FROM THE COLOUR BOX, 1 VOUCHER
PER BOOK***

€ 21.00

Total includes VAT and P&P within mainland UK. For Channel Isles
please add £ 3.90 carriage

             You may like to order some spare parts for your new
             VisiCook Crisp & Bake Halogen MultiCooker CRF 3x

Please use the order form below, selecting the currency most applicable to your
country, and return with your remittance made payable to Team UKI Ltd at

Team UKI Ltd Customer Services, c/o Team UKI Ltd.,  Suite 109,
The Custard Factory, Gibb Street, Birmingham B9 4AA, UK

Please allow 28 days for delivery. Thank you

Your name…………………………………………..
Your address.……………………………………….

………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………

Your telephone number:…………………………..

Have you remembered to enclose a cheque/postal order?
 Have you remembered your name and daytime delivery address?

Have you made your cheque payable to Team UKI Ltd?


